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About This Game

Battle For Landriel is an RTS without the direct control of the units. The game events take place during the countless invasions
of the armies of orcs and goblins, the dead and other evil things. The responsibility to construct the base lies on the shoulders of

the young commander, including the gathering of resources, as well as helping the warriors in battle with the spells. At first
sight, everything is quite simple, but do not be fooled. The countless Orcs go through the obelisks into our world, and a tactical
approach required for the victory. At the end of each level, there will be a vast upgrade window for you, which is much help in

the fight against the invaders.

Upgrade the skills, monitor the resources and drive the Orcs back into their world. The key to victory is a carefully considered
and designed strategy! Only then you can save the blooming lands of Landriel!
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Good game Bought this game straight after watching TotalBisquit's video, Took longer to finish than should have just because i
didn't know that i didnt finish dungeon and was running around aimlessly for few hours.. This game is some
dope\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665boi!. You need to know this DLC is a totally optional cash grab by the devs. You
get 2 new possibly overpowered cars selectable immediately in all game types including story mode, and a new map for
slaughter mode. Both of these cars are fun as hell to drive, especially in slaughter mode. The Auroch has the highest ramming in
the game by far and rolls through packs of zombies like a hot knife through warm butter. The monster truck, Chaos 126p, has
obscenely good acceleration and turning and is quite fun once you get used to it. You also get 'military base', a fairly open
medium sized arena map for slaughter mode. If you've played through this game and still find yourself coming back for more,
pick this DLC up during a sale.. Playing Darksouls 1 after having played Darksouls 2 and 3 is kinda like going back in time to
watch your parents having sex. You kinda see where all the magic of the other future sequels come from but its slow and painful
to watch -at first- then you start to enjoy it and really see that its what started it all.

All in all I loved it, the game I mean. Not going back in time and watching my parents pork it out.

Loved the atmosphere and design of the game, Boss battles as excruciating and cathartic as ever, Multiplayer element remains
the same and its something I love about the most and I'm glad it more or less remained the same, movement feels more akin to a
slower version of Darksouls 2 but heck still hella fun - git gud sucka- and PRAISE Gwynevere's perfect MASSIVE, absolute
units of a pair of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Best pair of boobs in gaming I tell ya, I joined the Princess guard
covenant in a heartbeat.

Overall if you're a fan of the Darksouls II or Darksouls III. I would say this is a must play.. great game to kill time. The number
1 thing you need to know about this game is it is a point and click game that does not seem to give you any clues to point and
click on however there is a very good guide on the steam page

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/398450\/guides\/#scrollTop=0

the trailer makes you think That there is a lot of action but the game is way diff rent from what was depicted in the trailer
honestly. My feeling when I finished it was thank god it is over It was ok but it almost felt like I was watching some armature
cartoon and I had to rethread the film to see what happens next However. The game is very glitchy you have to wait to click till
you figure out how to click it . I don't want to kill the developers ambition to make more games. But this thing was created in
2013 And the developers last post was Sept 27 2015. I strongly suspect that the game developer who just made this one game is
no longer around Has gone on to other things So there is no ambition here to kill . so given that unfortunately this will be the one
free game I am going to recommend not to download.. Rosebaker\u2019s Icy Treats is a simple yet addictive game. The game
has you running an ice cream truck spaceship making ice cream for customers. You have 4 sides of you ship: the ice cream and
customer orders, the sauce and cream dispensers, the fruit and deco dispensers, and the ordering machine where you order all
your ingredients. In the campaign you do shifts in different areas, doing shifts earn you points which unlock new areas and
recipes that include new ingredients to order. Plus, there's an endless mode where you finish orders at your leisure.

Pros:
Long Campaign
Unlocks Keep Adding to the Difficulty
Endless Mode
Fun Gameplay
Good Use of Roomscale

Cons:
Different Areas Don't Change Much Other Than the Background
Triggers for Grabbing on Oculus
Hand Position Off Center
Requires Roomscale
. This game does not work. Yes, it's cheap, $1.99, but it is actually worthless. As you move bridge sections, it does not
decrement the dollar amount. It freezes up when you are two sections short of the other side.. Well that was interesting, the
voice acting was funny but this game is too much, too much for seb to handle so I wouldn't recommend it for Seb. Seb if you
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read this don't play it.
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This game is pretty garbo, I mean its sorta fun but don't get it unless it is free!. fun platormer, local co-op is fun with friends.
The graphics are sub bar, the interface is a nightmare, and the biggest "screw you" of them all is that it CONSTANTLY crashes.
I couldn't even get past a certain level because it constantly crashed. I finaly just gave up. STAY AWAY. Very glitchy,
impossible to play. BAD GAME COPY PASTA
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